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ABSTRACT 
If A is a linear transformation on a finite-dimensional vector space V, there are 
two algebras that are naturally associated with A : Gen A, the algebra generated by A 
and the identity transformation; and Corn A, the commutant of A, consisting of ah 
linear transformations T such that AT= TA. This paper studies Gen and Corn as 
functions and, for naturally defined topologies on their domain and range, proves that 
the following are equivalent conditions on A: (a) Gen is continuous at A; @) Corn is 
continuous at A; (c) A is nonderogatory (or cyclic). 
INTRODUCTION 
If A is a linear transformation on a finite4imensiona.I vector space V, 
there are two algebras that are naturally associated with A: Gen A, the 
algebra generated by A and the identity transformation; and Corn A, the 
cornmutant of A, consisting of a.II linear transformations T such that AT= TA. 
This paper studies Gen and Corn as functions and, for naturally defined 
topologies on their domain and range, proves that the following are equivalent 
conditions on A: (a) Gen is continuous at A; (b) Corn is continuous at A; (c) 
A is nonderogatory (or cyclic). 
The present paper is an outgrowth and a continuation of [l]. Moreover, 
the results and terminology of [l] will be freely used here. In particular, the 
underlying field of scalars is always C, the field of complex numbers. 
*The writing of this paper was partially supported by a research grant from the National 
Science Foundation. I also wish to express my gratitude to Paul Halmos for a series of 
conversations that led to this work. 
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1. THE TOPOLOGY ON THE SPACE OF ALL SUBALGEBRAS OF 
C(V). 
If V is a finite-dimensional vector space, let C(V) be the algebra of all 
linear transformations of V into itself, and identify C with the set of all 
multiples of the identity operator 1. If V is given an inner product, then 
C ( V ) has the usual metric topology defined by the associated norm on C( V ). 
The set of all subalgebras of e(V) can now be topologized by defining the 
distance between two algebras to be the Hausdorff metric distance between 
their unit balls. As in [l], this can be translated into a more useful form by 
studying the liminf and limsup of algebras. 
Let ‘R(V) denote all the subalgebras of e(V) that contain C. If { $} c 
9l (V), define 
to be the set of all limits of convergent sequences {A,) with A,, in @,, for all 
n. Define 
lim sup 8” 
to be the set of all limit points of sequences {A,} with A,, in &, for all n. 
Thus, A slim sup gn iff there is a subsequence {A_} with A “t in &_ and 
)I A,+-A I]+0 as nk+co. 
A sequence {&“} in ‘%(V) converges to &? iff &=lirninf &,=limsup a”; 
in this case it is said that 
It is easy to see that liminf@~~limsup&, and that lirninf&,E8(V). 
However, limsup a,, is not necessarily an algebra. To see this, let W be 
another finite-dimensional vector space and put V= W03 W. For n > 1, let 
:AEC(W)JE@ 
and 
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where all the entries in these matrices are linear transformations on W. It 
follows that 
Clearly, limsup 6?” is not an algebra. 
If V- C2, A is the zero linear transformation on V, and 
then A,+A as e-0. Now Gen A = C, and for each E > 0, 
GenA,=( [ z i]:e,~t@). 
It is easy to see that {Gen A,} does not converge to Gen A, so Gen is not 
continuous at A. 
If V, A, and A, are defined as in the preceding paragraph, then 
Corn A = c(V) and Corn A, = Gen A,. Hence Corn is not continuous at A. 
Notice in the preceding examples that Gen and Corn fail to be continuous 
at A for different reasons. For A =0, Gen is not continuous at A because 
Gen A is too small, while Corn is not continuous at A because Corn A is too 
large. This is typical and is reflected by the statements that Gen is lower 
semicontinuous, while Corn is upper semicontinuous. These statements will 
be proved in Sec. 3 of this paper, after a discussion of the algebras Gen and 
Corn. 
2. THE ALGEBRAS GEN A AND COM A 
The results of this section are standard [2] and are presented for the 
reader’s convenience. 
If A Ee(V), then 
GenA={p(A): p isapolynomial}. 
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(We ask the public’s forgiveness for using Gen A rather than the standard 
C[ A]. The reason for this deviation is so that the notation remains consistent 
with Corn A and Lat A.) 
If specA={X,,A,,..., h,}, where the h, are distinct, let Wj= W(A,A,.), 
the weight space of A corresponding to A i. That is, 
It is easy to see that 
GenA=GenA,@*.* @GenA,, 
where Ai is the restriction of A to Wj. (Here 43 denotes an algebraic direct 
sum.) Note that specAi={Xi} for l<j<r. 
So to understand Gen A, it suffices to consider the case where spec A = 
{h}. If this is the case, then A can be expressed as a direct sum of Jordan 
blocks. That is, 
such that for 1 <i < d, A]?, the restriction of A to Vi, has a matrix 
representation 
relative to some basis for X$. (Here, h is along the main diagonal, 1 is along 
the subdiagonal, and zeros are everywhere else.) Thus Gen( A 1 I$) consists of 
all lower triangular matrices that are constant on all diagonals. The im- 
portant observation to make is that if d > 2 (precisely the case in which A is 
derogatory), then 
GenA={p(A]Vi)@*** @ p(A]V,): pisapolynomial}, 
and these summands are not independent. 
To discuss Corn A, define the weight spaces W,, . . . , W, as above, and let 
Ai =A ] Wi. Because the projection with range Wi and kernel equal to the 
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linear span of {W,:i#i} is in GenA, it follows that 
ComA=ComA,@ -.- @CornA,. 
Once again it suffices to consider the case where spec A = {h}. If 
V=V,@ *** @ V, as above, let J, =A ( y be the corresponding Jordan block. 
A straightforward matrix computation shows that Corn A consists of all block 
matrices T=[T,/] where Tli: Vpy and Tirlf=l,Tir. It is easy to see that 
there are many off-diagonal entries Tir, i #i. On the other hand, the diagonal 
entries K i are easily seen to be of the form Ti i = pl( Ji) for some polynomial p, 
(1 < i < d). In particular, if A is any nonderogatory linear transformation, 
ComA=GenA. 
In fact, this is a necessary and sufficient condition for A to be nonderogatory. 
3. THE SEMICONTINUITY OF GEN AND COM 
The entire content of this section is contained in the following statement. 
PROPOSITION. For each A in e(V), Gen is luwer semicontinuous at A 
and Corn is upper semicontinuous at A. 
Proof. Suppose{A,}isasequenceinC(V)and)]A,-A]]+Oasn+oo. 
It must be shown [l] that 
Gen A Climinf Gen A, 
and 
If p is any polynomial, then p( A ,)+p( A), so the first statement is immediate. 
If TnLECom Ank and TEL?(V) such that ]I Tn,- T [l-+0 as nk+co, then 
AT-TA=lim(A,kT,k-T,kA,x)=O, 
so that T~Corn A. This proves the second statement and concludes the 
proof of the proposition. n 
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4. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section the following result will be proved. 
THEOREM. If dim V< cc and A EC(V), the following statements are 
logically equivalent: 
(a) A is nonderogatory. 
(b) Lat is continuous at A. 
(c) Gen is continuou.s at A. 
(d) Corn is continuous at A. 
Proof. Since it was shown in [l] that (a) and (b) are equivalent, it 
remains to show that the remaining two statements are equivalent to one of 
these. 
Assume that A is nonderogatory and that {A,,} is a sequence in c(V) 
that converges to A. It follows that A, is nonderogatory for all sufficiently 
large n [l]; assume that each A, is nonderogatory. Thus Gen A,,= Corn A,, 
for all n. Since Gen is lower semicontinuous and Corn is upper semicontinu- 
ous, Gen A c lim inf Gen A,, r lim sup Gen A,, = lim sup Corn A,, C 
Corn A = Gen A. So Gen is continuous at A. Similarly, Corn is continuous at 
A. 
The proof of the converse will only be given in the case where spec A= 
{X} and A=Ji@Js where Jr and Is are Jordan blocks. The proof in the 
general case can be carried out by the interested reader. (See Sec. 5 of [l] for 
similar arguments.). 
For each E > 0, let A, =H+e@H_-e, where H,, and H_, are Jordan blocks 
that are the same size as Ji and Js, respectively, but where X has been 
replaced by A? E. Hence A,+A as E >O. It is easy to see from Sec. 2, 
however, that 
Gen A,=Gen H+,@Gen H_,=Gen Ji@Gen us 
and 
ComA,=ComH+,@ComH_,=ComJ,@ComJ,. 
Therefore Gen A, # Gen A and Corn A, #Corn A for any E > 0. So neither 
Gen nor Corn is continuous at A. This completes the proof. a 
I wish to thank the referee for pointing out another proof of this theorem. 
The central idea is to use the fact that A is nonderogatory iff dimGen A= 
dimV=r, in which case Gen A is the linear span of { 1, A, A’, . . . , AI-l}. So 
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if A is derogatory, choose a sequence {A,,} of nonderogatory matrices that 
converge to A. Since dimension is continuous, r = dim Gen An >dimCen A. 
So Gen cannot be continuous at A. 
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